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Exploration & Production Head O�ce
 Exploration & Production activities

A world-ranking
global multi-energy Group…
With oil and gas production of over 2,3 
million boe* per day in 2012 and proven 
reserves of 11,4 billion boe, the Total Group 
is one of the world’s top five oil companies.
Total is Europe’s leading refiner and 
marketer of oil products and operates a 
network of around 14.750 service 
stations**, most of them in Europe and 
Africa.
The Group’s chemicals division is a major 
global player in base chemicals, commodity, 
intermediate and highperformance 
polymers, as well as speciality chemicals 
focusing on rubber processing and coating 
products (resins, adhesives, metal-plating 
agents, etc.).
With a presence in over 130 countries, the 
Group now employs some 97.000 people**.

* barrels of oil equivalent
** 2012 data
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8 production wells, 6 of which have been drilled and 2 to be drilled after obtaining authorizations.
An Oil Centre to which the hydrocarbons produced by these wells will be transported by buried
pipelines for processing and separation into their various sub-products of oil, natural gas,
sulphur and LPG. The sulphur produced will be transported from the centre by road, whilst the
liquid and gaseous products will be carried by underground pipeline.
An LPG storage centre, comprising 2 underground tanks with a combined capacity of 3,000 m3
and 4 road tanker loading points.
Infrastructure construction or modification: public roads, water and electricity supply for the
Oil Centre and links to existing transport and hydrocarbon distribution systems.

TOTAL,
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Valorising 
regional resources
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...committed to
sustainable development
Against its solid background of experience
in high-growth areas of energy production
– and especially natural gas and electricity –
Total is also committed to renewable energy
sources. As the world’s leading supplier of
photovoltaic solar energy systems, the Group
is also involved in “green” fuels. Its research 
teams are also exploring the most promising 
technologies for the future, including fuel cells 
and gas-toliquids processes. Extracting 
maximum value from hydrocarbon resources 
and developing new energy sources are two of 
the five sustainable development commitments
adopted by the Group, the remaining three
being product quality and usage
improvements, the integration of Group
activities into local life and reducing the impact
of those activities on the natural environment.

A well-established presence in Italy
For more than 50 years, Total E&P Italia S.p.A. 
has been involved in every stage of the oil 
production and processing chain in Italy. In last 
50 years, in terms of oil exploration, Total has 
been a partner in 300 or more concessions 
involving the shooting of some 50,000 kilometres 
of seismic lines and the drilling of over 500 wells. 
In the southern Apennines, the Group currently holds six exploration licences, acting as operator for 
three of them. The Group operates in Refining and Marketing through TotalErg S.p.A. - a joint venture 
between ERG S.p.A. (51%) and TOTAL S.A. (49%). TotalErg S.p.A. is a the third Italian player in the 
distribution of petroleum products (over 12% market share), holds 100% of the Rome Logistic 
terminal and 26% share of the Sarpom Trecate refinary (Italy). Significant activities also in the 
petrochemical and chemical sector, where the Group operates through brands Total Petrochemicals, 
Mydrin / Bostik, Hutchinson, Cray Valley and Atotech.

300 employees. 
3 o�ces: head o�ce in Rome, representa-
tive o�ce in Potenza and operational o�ce 
in Guardia Perticara (PZ).
6 exploration permits and/or concessions, 5 
of which as operator, in Basilicata. 
Estimated cumulative investments in the 
Exploration and Production sector for about 
1,6 billion of euro.

Global players
with regional experience
The development of Tempa Rossa 
project brings together two global 
oil companies. At Total side, with 
its a�liate Total E&P Italia S.p.A. (as 
unique representative and operator 
of the concession), Shell group with 
its Italian a�liate Shell Italia E&P S.p.A.
and Mitsui with its Italian a�liate
Mitsui E&P Italia B S.r.l.

Within the joint venture financing the 
project, Total E&P Italia holds 50% of 
interest, while Shell Italia E&P and 
Mitsui E&P Italia B hold, each one, 
25%.
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The LPG storage centre at Guardia Perticara
Perfectly integrated into its environment, the future LPG storage centre 
will incorporate 2 underground tanks with a total capacity of 3,000 m3. The 
four road tanker loading points will be fitted with safety systems to 
prevent any possibility of leakage or spillage.

The Oil Centre at Corleto Perticara
The 190,000 m2 site of the future treatment centre at Corleto Perticara will 
contain all the facilities required to separate and process the hydrocarbons 
produced. Capable of producing 50,000 barrels of oil, 230,000 m3 of gas, 240 
tonnes of LPG and 80 tonnes of sulphur every day, these treatment units will 
be supported by a rainwater treatment module and utilities capable of 
supplying all the energy needs of the site.

An interregional project
Since the Tempa Rossa field is only 8 kilometres from existing infrastructures, it will be 
relatively simple to feed the gas it produces into the local SNAM distribution network and 
transport the oil to the “Viggiano-Taranto” pipeline. This 51-cm diameter pipeline is 136 
kilometres long (96 kilometres being within Basilicata) and links the neighbouring Val d’Agri 
oil installations to the Taranto refinery and its export terminal.

The project location
Tempa Rossa is an oil and gas field in
the upper Sauro valley at the heart of
the Basilicata region in southern Italy.
The project is mainly centred on the district
of Corleto Perticara (PZ), 4 kilometres
from the future treatment centre.
The seven wells are located in
the Corleto Perticara district, while
the one is in Gorgoglione.
The site earmarked for the LPG storage
centre is near Guardia Perticara.

A project demanding technical 
expertise and tailored solutions...
Discovered in 1989, this field in the 
Gorgoglione concession is quite unique in 
terms both of the type of hydrocarbons it 
contains (heavy oils of between 10° and 22° 
API with a high sulphur content) and its 
environmental context. Located between the 
Regional Nature Reserve of Gallipoli Cognato 

and Pollino National Park, this concession lies 
at the heart of an important tourist 
attraction famous for its beautiful 
landscapes. The area is also famous for its 
important archaeological heritage.
The development of such a field therefore 
presents many challenges; challenges to 
which Total and its partners are responding 
with the latest and most precise exploration 

and production techniques in use anywhere 
in today’s oil industry, with special focus on 
operational safety and environmental 
conservation.

...based on safety, environmental 
protection and sustainable 
development
For the safety and health protection of workers 
and population Total adopts the most advanced 
industry standards and employs highly 
qualified personnel. Each potentially risk 
activity is preceded by a specific assessment 
to determine all appropriate measures to 

minimize risks to humans. The location of 
industrial sites  and pipeline routes were 
identified to minimize impact on the area. 
Studies of impact on ecosystems were 
conducted for the protection of air, water and 
soil as well as public health, flora and fauna, 
and the limitation aspects of noise. The 
monitoring of environmental parameters will be 
carried out during preparation, construction and 

production, until the restitution of sites. 
Equipments for continuous monitoring of the 
quality of air and water, and noise will be 
installed. Furthermore, Total is determined, for 
the duration of the concession, to contribute 
welfare programs for local communities 
supports to SMEs and educational initiatives. 

An exemplary project in the making

TEMPA ROSSA



The Tempa
Rossa Project

The project partners
The development of Tempa Rossa project brings together two global oil companies. At Total 
side, with its a�liate Total E&P Italia S.p.A. (as unique representative and operator of the 
concession), Shell group with its Italian a�liate Shell Italia E&P S.p.A. and Mitsui with its 
Italian a�liate Mitsui E&P Italia B S.r.l.

LOOKING TO
THE FUTURE

TEMPA ROSSA, VALORISING REGIONAL RESOURCES
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The Tempa Rossa project involves
development of an oil field within
the Gorgoglione concession in the
Basilicata region of southern Italy.
The field lies mainly within the commune of 
Corleto Perticara (PZ).

The development scheme
Total, as operator of the field,
will implement a development scheme
comprising the following elements:

• Construction of an Oil Centre named
“Tempa Rossa”.

• Connection of the 6 existing wells
to the Oil Centre for production,
and of the 2 new wells to be drilled after 
obtaining authorizations.

• Construction of an LPG Centre
in the industrial area of Guardia
Perticara for storage of the LPG
produced.

• Construction of 4 pipelines:
one from the Oil Centre to the Val d’Agri-
Taranto pipeline for transporting oil,
one to the national gas grid for methane,
one to the storage centre for LPG and one
for water supply.

Environmental preservation
measures
With the clear objective of minimising the
project’s impact on the environment and
surrounding countryside, reforestation
and site restoration is planned for all areas
a�ected by the project. 
These operations will be carried out using 

the most advanced environmental 
engineering techniques and in compliance 
with the directives of the Italian Environment 
Ministry.
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1  Gorgoglione 2 well: drilling fluids area.

2  High-tech instrumentation will be used

to ensure that production treatment end

transport operations run smoothly.

The Tempa Rossa Oil Centre
The Oil Centre will be equipped with
facilities for treating the hydrocarbons
coming out of the wells so as to obtain
petroleum products that meet commercial 
specifications. The facilities will also 
allow these products to be transported 
under the safest possible conditions. The 
plant will be located some 4 kilometres 
from the village of Corleto Perticara. 
The maximum treatment capacity of the 
plant will be about 8,000 cubic metres 
(about 50,000 barrels) per day of oil. The 
products exported from the Oil Centre will 
be oil, gas, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) 
and sulphur. The site was carefully 

chosen from among those proposed in 
order to limit the impact on the 
environment and minimise the technical 
complexity. The Oil Centre will be in a 
central location with respect to the 
existing production wells.

Comprehensive facilities
A water treatment module will be built within the Oil Centre to treat rainwater and 
groundwater in order to ensure that all discharge is completely non-polluting. The 
electric power required by the Centre will be generated by dedicated facilities using 
turbines fired by natural gas produced within the Centre. Connection to the national 
power grid is also planned.
The crude oil will be stored in two tanks and exported by pipeline in batches. For the 
purpose of calculating the royalties, metering equipment will be installed and verified 
by the relevant Italian authorities.
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One field, several products
This schematic block diagram of the Tempa Rossa Oil Centre
shows both the process facilities and the sequence of operations.
It also details the flow of the main products.

Buried export pipelines
Four fully buried connection pipelines are planned 
for the transport of crude oil, methane gas and LPG, 
and to provide the water required by the Oil Centre. 
They will follow the same route for about 8 km, 
linking the Oil Centre to the bottom of the Sauro 
Valley.

The crude will be transported to the existing Val 
d’Agri-Taranto pipeline. The control and safety 
systems of the Tempa Rossa pipeline will be similar 
to those of the existing pipeline to which it is 
connected.

The methane gas will be piped to the national gas 
distribution network.
The LPG produced by the Oil Centre will be 
transported by pipeline to the LPG storage centre 
near Guardia Perticara.

Appropriate health
and safety precautions
The Tempa Rossa site will be fitted with
all the necessary equipment to ensure that
any process-related emissions are kept to
minimum levels. The facilities will be
designed and operated in full compliance
with environmental regulations.

The site will also be equipped with a
safety flare. In addition to the continuous
monitoring of emissions at the Oil Centre,
an air quality monitoring station will be
set up nearby, between the Centre and the
neighbouring residential areas of Corleto.
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The LPG storage centre
The facilities for storing LPG (liquefied 
petroleum gas) will consist of two 
horizontal tanks that are completely
buried. The storage capacity of each
tank will be about 1,500 cubic metres.
The LPG stored will be exported from
the centre by tanker truck. There will
be three loading stations equipped with 
appropriate pumps to fill the trucks.
In addition to these facilities, the centre 
will be equipped with a water tank.

The wells
and gathering network 
In a typical production well, the geological
layers above the hydrocarbon formation
are isolated from the well by cemented
concentric casings and liners to ensure
their hydraulic seal and prevent any
contamination of the earth and water
resources.

The hydrocarbons will be produced using
pumps installed at the bottom of the well.
Once the oil reaches the surface, it will be
transported to the Oil Centre via a system
of flow-lines buried at a depth of 1,5 m.

Oil    50.000 barrels/day

LPG    240 tons/day

Commercial Natural Gas  230.000 m3/day

Sulphur    80 tons/day

Production capacities

1  A computer image of the storage centre.

2  A computer-generated aerial view of the Oil Centre.
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